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Original Article

The influence of lexical-access ability and vocabulary knowledge
on measures of speech recognition in noise

Marre W. Kaandorp1, Annette M.B. De Groot2, Joost M. Festen1, Cas Smits1 & S. Theo Goverts1

1Department of Otolaryngology - Head and Neck Surgery, Section Ear & Hearing, and EMGO Institute for Health and Care Research,
VU University Medical Center, Amsterdam, The Netherlands and 2Department of Psychology, University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam,
The Netherlands

Abstract
Objective: The main objective was to investigate the effect of linguistic abilities (lexical-access ability and vocabulary size) on different

measures of speech-in-noise recognition in normal-hearing listeners with various levels of language proficiency. Design: Speech reception

thresholds (SRTs) were measured for sentences in steady-state (SRTstat) and fluctuating noise (SRTfluc), and for digit-triplets in steady-state

noise (DIN). Lexical-access ability was measured with a lexical-decision test and a word-naming test. Vocabulary size was also measured.

For the SRT, keyword scoring and sentence scoring were compared. Study sample: To introduce variation in linguistic abilities, three

groups of 24 young normal-hearing listeners were included: higher-educated native, lower-educated native, and higher-educated non-native

listeners. Results: Lexical-access ability was most accurately measured with combined results of lexical decision and word naming.

Lexical-access ability explained 60% of the variance in SRT. The effect of linguistic abilities on SRTs was up to 5.6 dB for SRTstat and

8 dB for SRTfluc. Using keyword scoring reduced this effect by approximately 1.5 dB. For DIN the effect of linguistic ability was less than

1 dB. Conclusions: Lexical-access ability is an important predictor of SRTs in normal-hearing listeners. These results are important to

consider in the interpretation of speech-in-noise scores of hearing-impaired listeners.

Key Words: Speech-in-noise recognition; lexical access; vocabulary size; normal hearing

Speech recognition abilities vary considerably among listeners

with impaired hearing, and although many of the underlying

factors have been subject of investigation, not all variance in

performance can yet be explained. In clinical practice a better

understanding of the variables involved is needed, for instance for

selection of hearing-aid or cochlear-implant candidacy and in user-

specific rehabilitation programs. Auditory factors play a major role

in explaining speech recognition in noise performance in listeners

with impaired hearing (Houtgast & Festen, 2008). Various studies

have, however, also shown the importance of cognitive skills, like

working memory capacity, information processing, and phonolo-

gical skills, in speech recognition in noise for listeners with both

impaired and normal hearing (e.g. Pichora-Fuller, 2003; Akeroyd,

2008; Houtgast & Festen, 2008; Rönnberg et al, 2008). The

relation with linguistic skills, i.e. the level of language proficiency,

has also been demonstrated in listeners with normal hearing (e.g.

Van Rooij & Plomp, 1990; Van Wijngaarden et al, 2002; Bradlow

& Alexander, 2007; Weiss & Dempsey, 2008; Goverts et al,

2011). For instance, Van Wijngaarden and colleagues (2002)

showed that non-native listeners needed a 1- to 7-dB more

favourable signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) than native listeners in a

study on the effect of language proficiency on speech recognition

in noise. In the current study we further investigate the relation

between linguistic skills and speech recognition in noise

performance for several standard speech-in-noise tests in young

listeners with normal hearing and various levels of proficiency in

the Dutch language. A better understanding of this relation in a

diverse group of normal-hearing listeners is needed for the

interpretation of speech-in-noise scores of hearing-impaired

listeners, where both auditory and non-auditory factors play a

role. These results will also be clinically relevant for under-

standing differences in speech-in-noise scores in listeners with a

normal peripheral hearing function in, for instance, educational

settings. For this purpose we will also explore test methods that

could be applied in the clinic and measure specific linguistic skills

which are relevant for speech recognition in noise. The results can

serve as a stepping stone for future research of speech in noise

performance in hearing-impaired listeners.
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Linguistic skills comprise different domains, such as phonology,

vocabulary, and syntax. Because words (vocabulary) convey most of

the meaning of a language utterance and are thus central to the

process of language comprehension, we consider the process of a

word making contact with its representation in the mental lexicon, in

psycholinguistics often referred to as ‘word recognition’ or ‘lexical

access’ (Grainger & Jacobs, 1996), to be an aspect of linguistic

ability that is of major importance for speech recognition in noise.

Hence, the current study on the relation between linguistic skills and

speech recognition in noise focuses on word recognition. Word

recognition concerns the retrieval of knowledge regarding a

perceived word, which is stored in the mental lexicon (De Groot,

2011). In this process the number of words stored in this mental

lexicon (vocabulary knowledge) could be important. Vocabulary

knowledge is assumed to represent crystallized knowledge, a type of

cognitive ability based on accumulated knowledge (Horn & Cattell,

1967). In addition, the efficiency (i.e. speed) of word retrieval, which

we will refer to in this paper as lexical-access ability, could also be

important. We consider lexical-access ability to represent a fluid

ability, the capacity of processing information and reasoning (Horn

& Cattell, 1967). Benichov and colleagues (2012) studied the role of

verbal ability and cognitive function in the use of linguistic context in

the recognition of spoken words. Their 53 participants were all native

English speakers, aged 19 to 89 years, and varied in educational level

and hearing acuity (normal hearing to mild hearing loss). The authors

considered verbal ability, composed of vocabulary size and reading

scores, to represent crystallized knowledge. They found that this

measure of verbal ability was not a predictor of speech recognition

performance of words presented in a linguistic context. However

tests of episodic memory, working memory and speed of processing,

representing fluid cognitive abilities, were significant predictors in

their study. The results of a previous study in listeners with mild to

severe hearing impairment (Kaandorp et al, 2015) showed that

vocabulary size was, on average, smaller for listeners who were not

able to perform a speech-in-noise test with full-sentence scoring than

for those who were able to perform the test. However, in line with the

results of Benichov and colleagues (2012), this linguistic measure

did not contribute significantly to a regression model after speech

recognition in quiet was used as a predictor of the speech reception

threshold (SRT). Thus, in the current study we decided to also focus

on more process-related measures of linguistic skills (i.e. fluid

abilities).

As a crystallized knowledge-related task we used a vocabulary

size test (GIT2, Luteijn & Barelds, 2004) that measures knowledge

of low frequency words without a time limit. As a fluid ability-

related task we measured lexical-access ability, which is widely

examined using different tasks (e.g. lexical decision, Rubenstein et

al, 1971; word naming, Balota & Chumbley, 1985; and perceptual

identification, Grainger & Segui, 1990). In the current study we

used a lexical-decision test (LDT, e.g. De Groot et al, 2002).

The lexical-decision test is essentially a discrimination task in which

participants have to decide quickly whether a test item is a word or a

pseudoword. Pseudowords are letter strings that obey the ortho-

graphy and phonology of the test language but lack meaning. Using

well-formed pseudowords is important to ensure that the response is

based on lexical access and not purely on a perceptual process that

assesses whether the stimulus looks normal (De Groot, 2011). Most

studies in the field of hearing research used only one task at the time

to assess lexical-access ability (e.g. Van Rooij & Plomp, 1990;

Lyxell et al, 1998; Rönnberg et al, 2000). However, besides lexical-

access ability per se, these tasks typically also measure task-specific

processes. In the current study we therefore used a second task of

lexical-access ability: a word-naming test, which we kept simple, for

potential use in the clinic. In lexical decision, both the time duration

of the lexical-access component and the discrimination component

(time to decide between yes or no) are influenced by experimental

variables such as word frequency and familiarity of the stimulus

(Balota & Chumbley, 1984). The word-naming task requires

pronouncing the word after recognizing it and does also not provide

a pure measure of lexical-access ability. For instance, McRae et al.

(1990) showed that also the response stage of word naming is

sensitive to word frequency. For determining the role of lexical-

access skills in speech recognition it is therefore essential to carefully

construct these measures and to obtain converging evidence from

multiple tests (cf. Grainger & Jacobs, 1996). Combining the results

of the lexical-decision (lexical access + discrimination + response)

and word-naming (lexical access + speech production) test into a

single composite measure will provide a more accurate estimate of

lexical-access ability than using either test on its own. Response

times (RTs) in both tests have shown to be related to proficiency in

the test language (De Groot et al, 2002). In addition, de Groot and

colleagues found a stronger correlation between word frequency and

lexical-decision RTs for persons with relatively low proficiency than

for persons with relatively high proficiency in the test language. We

therefore included lists containing words of different usage

frequency in the lexical-decision task to evaluate the predictive

value of the frequency effect within individual listeners on speech-

recognition performance. We used visual stimuli in all tests of

linguistic abilities to obtain results that are independent of hearing

acuity.

To cover a wide range of linguistic abilities among our

participants, we included native listeners with higher and lower

education levels, and to obtain a lower boundary of linguistic skills

we also included non-native listeners, i.e. students who learned

Dutch as a second language. We hypothesized that linguistic abilities

of these groups would overlap, resulting in a continuous range of

linguistic skills. We assumed that the higher-educated non-native

listeners have non-verbal fluid abilities (e.g. processing speed,

working memory) comparable to those of the higher-educated native

listeners, but perform less well in verbal processing tasks. Non-

native listeners have had limited exposure to the Dutch spoken

language. This also applies to listeners with congenital hearing

impairment and may affect representations in the mental lexicon to

an extent comparable to that of non-native listeners. More detailed

analyses of language proficiency were, however, beyond the scope of

the current study. To avoid any effect of age-related declines on

processing speed, only young participants were included.

We measured speech recognition in noise with a sentence test as

well as the digits in noise test (DIN test, Smits et al, 2013), as the

latter is intended to be less influenced by linguistic abilities. For the

Abbreviations

DIN Digits-in-noise

HE-N Higher-educated native listeners

HE-NN Higher-educated non-native listeners

LDT Lexical-decision test

LE-N Lower-educated native listeners

RT Response time

SD Standard deviation

SNR Signal-to-noise ratio

SRT Speech reception threshold
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sentence test we used steady-state long-term average speech

spectrum (LTASS) masking noise and fluctuating noise (two-band

speech modulated noise; Festen & Plomp, 1990). In the Netherlands

performance of sentence recognition in noise is commonly evaluated

with the SRT test (Plomp & Mimpen, 1979; Versfeld et al, 2000). In

this test the entire sentence has to be repeated correctly for the

response to be marked as correct. To facilitate clinical testing in the

future and enlarge the group that is feasible for testing, we decided to

adapt the scoring method to allow for small mistakes that have a

minimal effect on the meaning of the sentence. This is essentially the

method that is used in the hearing in noise test (HINT test, Nilsson et

al, 1994), which is widely used outside the Netherlands. In the HINT

test deviations in verb tense (e.g. ‘is’ and ‘was’) and articles (‘a’ and

‘the’) are allowed. For the Dutch test, Versfeld and colleagues (2000)

found a 0.7-dB better SRT when small, but not systematically

defined, mistakes were allowed in the responses for a group of

listeners with normal hearing. In the current study we used a

keyword-scoring method, in which the sentence is considered correct

when all pre-defined keywords are repeated correctly. In a sub-study,

we compared this keyword-scoring method with the standard-

scoring procedure for the three groups of listeners to evaluate the

effect of this choice on the SRT score.

To summarize, the objectives of the current study are: (1) to

investigate the relation of visual lexical-access ability, measured

with two tasks, and vocabulary size with speech recognition in noise

in normal-hearing listeners with a wide range of proficiency levels

in the Dutch language; and (2) to select the most suitable linguistic

outcome measures for use in clinic and in research. In addition,

the effect of keyword-scoring method in the SRT is examined.

Method

Participants

Three groups of participants with normal hearing participated: 24

native Dutch listeners with higher education (HE-N), 24 native

Dutch listeners with lower education (LE-N), and 24 non-native

listeners with higher education (HE-NN). Mean ages were 24.0 years

(SD¼ 5.0) for HE-N, 27.7 years (SD¼ 7.7) for LE-N, and 28.9 years

(SD¼ 5.8) for HE-NN. Participants reported no dyslexia or reading

problems in an interview prior to participation. Normal-hearing was

defined as pure-tone thresholds equal to or better than 20 dB HL at

octave frequencies 500 to 4000 Hz in both ears. Mean thresholds

were 3.9 dB HL (SD¼ 3.3) for HE-N, 4.9 dB HL (SD¼ 3.3) for LE-

N, and 5.5 dB HL (SD¼ 2.7) for HE-NN. HE-N were all students

from the VU University, Amsterdam. LE-N were participants who

had their highest degree in intermediate vocational education from

various vocational schools. HE-NN were all research university

students (at VU University) or had a university degree from other

research universities. Their level of Dutch language proficiency was

at least level B1 (independent user, CEFR, common European

Framework of Reference for languages, Council of Europe). Their

mother tongues were English (n¼ 4), German (n¼ 7), Spanish

(n¼ 3), French (n¼ 2), Italian, Estonian, Croatian, Tagalog, Somali,

Swahili, Arabic, or Moroccan. Their reported experience with the

Dutch language ranged from a few months to 22 years (M¼ 6.9

years). For all participants their vision, with corrective eyewear if

needed, was checked with a near vision screening test (Bailey &

Lovie, 1980). All participants were able to read the words of the chart

down to a size of 16 points or lower at approximately 50 cm from the

screen. The study was approved by the Medical Ethics Committee of

VU University Medical Center.

Tests

SPEECH RECOGNITION MEASURES

A sentences-in-noise test was used as well as a digits-in-noise test.

Recognition of sentences in noise was measured with sentence lists

(VU98, Versfeld et al, 2000) consisting of 13 short meaningful

sentences, pronounced by a female speaker, that were eight or nine

syllables in length. They were presented in LTASS masking noise

or in fluctuating noise (Festen & Plomp, 1990). The SRT in noise

was defined as the SNR where on average 50% of the sentences was

repeated correctly as was measured by the adaptive procedure

described by Plomp and Mimpen (1979). The speech level was kept

constant at 55 dB A and the noise level was varied. The first

sentence of each trial was presented at�10 dB SNR for sentences in

steady-state noise (SRTstat) and�15 dB SNR for sentences in

fluctuating noise (SRTfluc), and was repeatedly presented with a 4-

dB increase of SNR until the participant responded correctly. All

subsequent sentences were presented only once with SNRs

depending on the response to the previous sentence.

Contrary to the procedure described by Plomp and Mimpen

we used a keyword-scoring method. For each sentence we defined a

set of keywords: all content words and function words that

were needed to understand the content of the sentence, for

example prepositions that indicate a place or direction (e.g. next

to, above, towards), and numerals. A response was considered

correct if all keywords in the sentence were repeated correctly

in the presented order. After a correct response the SNR was

lowered by 2 dB, and after an incorrect response the SNR was

raised by 2 dB. The SRT was calculated by taking the average SNR

for Sentences 5 to 14 (where Sentence 14 does not exist, but its SNR

can be calculated from the response to Sentence 13; Plomp &

Mimpen, 1979). For the sub-study that compared keyword and

sentence scoring, where responses were considered correct only if

the entire sentence was repeated correctly, the same test procedure

was used.

Recognition of digits in noise was measured using the DIN test

(Smits et al, 2013) that uses digit-triplet lists containing 24

broadband, homogeneous digit-triplets to test digit recognition.

The digits were pronounced by a male speaker and were presented

in LTASS masking noise. The same adaptive procedure was used

for the DIN test as for the SRT tests. Here, the overall intensity level

was kept constant at 65 dB A and the first digit-triplet was presented

at 0 dB SNR. The SRT was calculated by taking the average SNRs

of triplets 5 to 25. All three digits had to be repeated correctly for

the response to be considered correct.

LINGUISTIC MEASURES

Vocabulary size was measured with a subtest of the Groningen

Intelligence Test - II (Luteijn & Barelds, 2004), which uses a list of

20 items. Participants had to choose the correct synonym out of five

words for each visually presented test word. We were interested in

differences between participants, not how participants score relative

to people with the same age. Therefore, we used raw scores instead

of the normally-used age related scores.

For the LDT test (Rubenstein et al, 1971) we used words from

the study of De Groot et al. (2002). For these words information was

available on the word frequency of occurrence in text, word length,

and subjective word concreteness rated on a 7-point scale.

We constructed three lists of 60 words each, with different ranges

of word frequency for each list. The logarithm of word frequency

ranged from 1.89–2.76, 3.10–3.42, and 3.82–4.69, for respectively

the low-frequent (LDTLF), middle-frequent (LDTMF), and

Influence of lexical access on speech recognition 159



high-frequent (LDTHF) lists. Lists were matched on subjective word

concreteness. All words consisted of 4–7 letters. To each word list

forty different pseudowords of 4–7 letters were added. We chose to

include more words than pseudowords in each list, because

pseudowords could be more salient than normal words, which

might cause a bias to ‘no’ responses. The pseudowords were

constructed from words of the CELEX database (Baayen et al,

1993) that were altered by changing at least one letter in such a way

that they represent orthographically correct, but meaningless letter

strings. Pilot testing showed that these lists of 100 stimuli (words

and pseudowords) were too tiring to respond to in one go. Therefore

we split the lists in half with two equal word-frequency ranges. The

lists were then divided over two test blocks of three lists (in the

order: LDTMF, LDTHF, and LDTLF), each containing 30 words

and 20 pseudowords. Participants were instructed to respond as

quickly and accurately as possible. They were asked to press a green

button with their right hand for each word and a red button with

their left hand for each pseudoword. The intertrial interval was 1500

ms. RTs for correct responses to words and pseudowords were

recorded as well as the number of errors. RTs under 300 ms or

above 1500 ms (e.g. Carreiras et al, 1997), as well as RTs that

deviated more than 2.5 SDs from the participants’ resulting list

average, were omitted. Several variables, based on RTs for words,

that can be derived from this LDT setup were examined to evaluate

whether they were suitable to measure lexical-access ability.

Pseudowords are generally seen as ‘fillers’, therefore their RTs

were not examined.

We measured word naming with a simplified, short, and easy

test. We showed 30 words from the study of De Groot et al. (2002)

simultaneously on the screen. For these words the logarithm of word

frequency ranged from 2.80–2.95. To stimulate the use of a lexical

route in the word-naming task, and avoid just applying script-to-

sound conversion rules, we included only words (Tabossi & Laghi,

1992). Participants were instructed to read the words out loud, as

quickly as possible. As soon as the words appeared a timer was

started. The timer was stopped by the experimenter at the offset of

the last word. In all word-naming results we assumed that the

experimenter’s reaction time is roughly the same (in the order of

ms) on a result of seconds of time needed to read the text. The total

time needed to read all the words was used as test score.

Unfortunately, word-naming scores were accidentally left out for

three HE-N and one LE-N participants. A combined variable of

lexical decision and speeded word naming was used as measure of

lexical-access ability. The group that word naming and lexical

access are reported and analysed for comprised 68 participants (21

HE-N, 23 LE-N, and 24 HE-NN).

QUESTIONNAIRE

The LDT test setup was evaluated by comparing RTs with a

subjective measure of how much people read. For experienced

readers words are more familiar, thus frequent, which should result

in shorter RTs. Participants filled out a questionnaire with seven

multiple choice questions concerning their reading behavior.

Questions focused on the frequency of reading Dutch reading

materials: books, magazines, newspapers, information on the

internet, and texts at work, the number of books read, and

number of work hours reading. Answers were rated on a 4-point

scale ranging from 0 to 3, for ‘almost never’ to ‘multiple times a

week’, or ‘no books’ to ‘more than 50 books a year’, or ‘never’ to

‘more than 20 hours a week’. Sub-scores were summed to a final

‘Reading behavior’ score.

Procedure

Table 1 shows the measurement protocol. In Part 1 of the test

session, the main study, tests were presented in a fixed order. All

SRTs were measured with keyword scoring in this part. Part 2

concerns the sub-study on the evaluation of keyword scoring. In Part

2 test conditions were presented in a counterbalanced order, using a

4� 4 Latin square design. Each condition was measured three times.

Tests were performed in a sound-treated booth by a trained

experimenter. Pure-tone audiograms were measured with the aid of

a clinical audiometer (Decos Audiology Workstation, Decos

Systems, Noordwijk, The Netherlands) and a Dell computer with

Windows XP. Speech-in-noise tests were measured with a

Soundblaster Audigy soundcard and a Soundblaster T20 loudspea-

ker. Participants were seated either facing the loudspeaker at a

distance of approximately 70 cm, or at a comfortable distance from

the monitor.

Results

Outcome measures: Speech recognition in noise

The results for SRTstat, SRTfluc, and DIN (Part 1, all keyword

scoring method) are presented in Figure 1. The figure shows that

HE-NN scored more poorly than the native groups, especially on

the sentence SRTs. For the separate participant groups, SRTstat,

SRTfluc, and DIN were approximately normally distributed

(checked by visual inspection of variable histograms), except for

SRTstat in group HE-NN. As a log-transformation (as used by e.g.

Smits et al, 2013) did not lead to a normal distribution, we decided

to use untransformed variables. Data were analysed with a mixed

model with fixed effects for Group (HE-N, LE-N, and HE-NN) and

SRT-type (SRTstat, SRTfluc, and DIN), and two-way interaction

effects. The analysis showed main effects for Group (Wald

�2¼ 51.8, df¼ 2, p50.001) and for SRT-type (Wald �2¼ 1042.0,

df¼ 2, p50.001), and an interaction for Group� SRT-type (Wald

Table 1. Measurement protocol for the main study (Part 1) and the
sub-study (Part 2).

Protocol Part 1 Relation between linguistic abilities and speech

recognition in noise (fixed order)

Test Test details

Lexical-decision test 6 lists: Block 1 (MF, HF, LF),

Block 2 (MF, HF, LF)

SRTstat test 3 lists: keyword scoring

SRTfluc test 3 lists: keyword scoring

DIN test 3 lists: triplet scoring

Vocabulary size test 1 list

Wordnaming test 1 list

Protocol Part 2 Comparison of scoring methods

(Latin square balanced)

SRTstat keywords 3 lists: keyword scoring

SRTfluc keywords 3 lists: keyword scoring

SRTstat sentence 3 lists: sentence scoring

SRTfluc sentence 3 lists: sentence scoring

Note. Lists of the lexical-decision test consisted of high-frequent

(HF), middle-frequent (MF), or low-frequent words (LF).

SRTstat¼ speech-reception threshold for sentences in stationary

noise; SRTfluc¼ speech-reception threshold for sentences in

fluctuating noise; DIN¼ digits-in-noise test.

160 M.W. Kaandorp et al.



�2¼ 45.2, df¼ 4, p50.001). Hence, the difference in SRT between

conditions is not equal for the three groups. Post-hoc comparisons

with Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons showed that,

compared to HE-N, SRTstat was 0.6 dB poorer for LE-N (p¼ 0.01),

and 5.1 dB poorer for HE-NN (p50.01). SRTfluc was not

statistically different for HE-N and LE-N (p¼ 1.00), but was

better for both HE-N and LE-N (both p50.01) than for HE-NN (5.9

and 4.9 dB, respectively). DIN was not statistically different

for HE-N and LE-N (p¼ 1.00), but for HE-N and LE-N it was

better than for HE-NN, respectively 0.7 dB (p¼ 0.01) and 0.9 dB

(p50.01). It can be concluded that the three study groups have

different speech-in-noise recognition abilities. This holds especially

for the non-native group compared to the native groups.

Linguistic measures

LEXICAL-DECISION TEST SETUP

First we evaluated whether the current LDT setup was appropriate

to measure lexical-access ability, by evaluating the word-frequency

effect and the difference in LDT RT for words between participant

groups. Boxplots of the average LDT RTs for words per frequency

for each participant group are shown in Figure 2. It shows longer

RTs for lower frequent words and longer RTs for LE-N, than for

HE-N, and the longest RTs for HE-NN. Lexical-decision RTs were

normally distributed per participant group (checked by visual

inspection of variable histograms). A mixed model with fixed

effects for Group (HE-N, LE-N, HE-NN), Frequency (HF, MF, LF),

and Block (1 and 2) and two-way and three-way interaction effects

showed a main effect for Block (Wald �2¼ 8.1, df¼ 1, p¼ 0.005),

but no interaction for Block�Group (Wald �2¼ 0.052, df¼ 2,

p¼ 0.97). Hence, for all participant groups there was a learning

effect (about 14 ms) between Block 1 and Block 2. A main effect

was also found for Frequency (Wald �2¼ 206.1, df¼ 2, p50.001).

Post-hoc analyses showed that LDTHF was 65 ms shorter than

LDTMF (p50.01), which was 13 ms shorter than LDTLF (p¼ 0.03).

This indicates that the test setup is sensitive to word frequency,

which is known to influence lexical access. There were interaction

effects for Frequency�Group (Wald �2¼ 23.7, df¼ 4, p50.001)

and for Frequency�Block (Wald �2¼ 49.8, df¼ 2, p50.001).

Speed-accuracy trade-off occurs when participants with shorter

RTs make more errors (Ratcliff et al, 2004). In our data, however,

RTs and the number of errors were positively correlated

(Spearman’s rho rs¼ 0.43, p50.01), indicating that no speed

accuracy trade-off had occurred. In addition, the questionnaire sum-

score Reading behaviour was significantly correlated to the overall

LDT mean RT (r¼�0.35, p50.01), indicating that participants

who read more Dutch reading materials had shorter RTs. This,

together with the frequency effect and the absence of a speed-

accuracy trade-off, leads to the conclusion that our test-setup is

appropriate for measuring lexical-access ability.

LEXICAL-DECISION VARIABLES

Various lexical-decision variables were examined to evaluate whether

they were equally suitable to index differences in lexical-access ability.

We evaluated firstly the correlation with wordnaming (our second test

for lexical-access ability) and, secondly, how the variables differ-

entiated between the three groups which were chosen to have various

levels of proficiency in Dutch. We examined the following LDT

variables based on RTs for words: the average RT of all six lists’ mean

RTs (LDT6); the average RTs of two equal-frequency lists for LDTHF,

LDTMF, and LDTLF; the frequency effect in Block 1

(LDTdiff1¼LDTLF1� LDTHF1); the average frequency effect

(LDTdiff¼ ((LDTLF1� LDTHF1) + (LDTLF2�LDTHF2))/2); and the

Figure 2. Boxplots for Lexical-Decision test (LDT) results for

three lists with different average word frequencies: high frequent

(LDTHF), middle frequent (LDTMF), and low frequent (LDTLF). For

each frequency the mean of two lists was used. Results are shown for

three groups of participants: Higher Educated Native (HE-N), Lower

Educated Native (LE-N), and Higher Educated Non-native (HE-

NN).

Figure 1. Boxplots of speech-reception thresholds for sentences in

stationary noise (SRTstat), sentences in fluctuating noise (SRTfluc),

and digits in noise (DIN) for three participant groups: Higher

Educated Native (HE-N), Lower Educated Native (LE-N), and

Higher Educated Non-native (HE-NN).
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mean RT of the very first list (LDTMF1). Spearman’s rho correlations

were significant (p50.01) between all LDT variables and wordnam-

ing, with r varying between approximately 0.40 for LDTdiff1 and

LDTdiff, 0.59 for the single list LDTMF1, and values around 0.67 for the

mean LDT RTs, with the highest for LDT6: r¼ 0.69. A multivariate

ANOVA with Bonferroni correction for post-hoc comparisons showed

that LDT6, LDTHF, LDTMF, LDTLF, and LDTMF1 discriminated

between all three groups (all p50.05). LDTdiff and LDTdiff1 only

discriminated between non-native and native listeners.

Hence, LDT6, LDTHF, LDTMF, and LDTLF are approximately

equally suitable for measuring lexical-access ability. LDTMF1,

LDTdiff, and LDTdiff1 are less suitable. We used LDT6 in further

analyses. However, the results indicate that an average of two lists (of

the same frequency) should also suffice to measure lexical-decision

ability, which can be relevant for use in clinical evaluations.

GROUP RESULTS

Lexical-decision scores (LDT6) are presented in Figure 3, A. It

shows that HE-N were on average faster than LE-N. HE-NN had the

poorest performance. These observations in the data were confirmed

by the post-hoc analysis with Bonferroni correction, which showed

that, compared to HE-N, LDT6 was 63 ms longer for LE-N

(p50.01), and 153 ms longer for HE-NN (p50.01). The mean

values were 478 ms (SD 39), 541 ms (SD 74), and 631 ms (SD 101)

for HE-N, LE-N, and HE-NN, respectively.

Word-naming scores (total reading time for the list of 30 words)

are presented in Figure 3, B. It shows that HE-N were slightly faster

than LE-N. HE-NN again had the poorest performance. The scores

were approximately normally distributed for participant groups HE-

N and LE-N. For HE-NN the response times were right skewed,

mostly due to two high scores in this group. We decided not to use a

transformation on the outcome measure. Mean response times were

11.6 s (SD 2.0), 13.9 s (SD 2.5), and 20.7 s (SD 2.5) for HE-N, LE-

N, and HE-NN, respectively. A one way ANOVA showed a main

effect for Group, F(2, 65)¼ 19.71, p50.01. Post-hoc comparisons

with Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons showed that

this test differentiates between native and non-native groups

(p50.01), but not between native groups with higher and lower

education (p¼ 0.43).

Vocabulary size scores, shown in Figure 3, C, seem better for HE-

N than for the two other groups, but equal for LE-N and HE-NN.

Mean scores were 14.1 (SD 1.9), 11.0 (SD 2.7), and 10.1 (SD 4.1)

correct items for HE-N, LE-N, and HE-NN, respectively. A one-way

ANOVA showed a main effect for Group, F(2, 69)¼ 11.91,

p50.001. Post-hoc comparisons with Bonferroni correction for

multiple comparisons confirmed a difference in vocabulary size

score between HE-N and LE-N (p¼ 0.01), and also between HE-N

and HE-NN (p50.01), but not between LE-N and HE-NN (p¼ 0.99).

COMBINED VARIABLE FOR LEXICAL ACCESS

Word naming and lexical decision are assumed to both measure

lexical-access ability in addition to other, task-specific, processes.

Previous experiments indicate that lexical-access ability is more

precisely measured when looking at the word-naming and lexical-

decision measures combined (cf. Jacobs & Grainger, 1996). In this

study the Spearman’s rho correlation between LDT6 and wordnam-

ing was rs¼ 0.69. A composite variable lexical access was

calculated by converting the LDT6 RTs and the wordnaming RTs

to z scores and averaging them. In the remaining analyses we used

the resulting new variable lexical access.

The Spearman’s rho correlation between lexical access and

vocabulary size was rs¼�0.58 (Figure 4), indicating a fairly high

correlation between the different linguistic abilities that are tapped

with these tests.

Relation between linguistic measures and speech recognition

in noise

To first examine the predictive value of the LDT test, word-naming

test and vocabulary size test on speech-in-noise recognition abilities

separately, linear regression analyses were performed for SRTstat,

SRTfluc, and DIN with these variables. The output of these models is

given in Table 2. All variables separately were to some extent

significant predictors of each speech-in-noise test.

The relation of both lexical-access ability and vocabulary size

with speech-in-noise recognition was analysed with stepwise linear

regression analyses for SRTstat, SRTfluc, and DIN separately,

including both lexical access and vocabulary size as independent

variables. These models showed that vocabulary size did not

Figure 3. Boxplots for (A) Lexical-decision RTs (LDT6), (B) Wordnaming RTs, and (C) Vocabulary size scores for the three groups of

participants: Higher Educated Native (HE-N), Lower Educated Native (LE-N), and Higher Educated Non-native (HE-NN).
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contribute significantly in combination with lexical access (bottom

line Table 2 and Figure 5), which explained 59% of the variance in

SRTstat, 60% of the variance in SRTfluc, and 17% of the variance in

DIN. Hence, lexical access is an important predictor of speech

recognition of sentences in noise.

Keyword scoring compared to sentence scoring

In the main study, the recognition of sentences in noise was

measured using keyword scoring. With the data of the sub-study

(Part 2), the effect of keyword scoring versus sentence scoring was

analysed. The SRTs (Figure 6) show slightly better results for

keyword scoring than for sentence scoring. SRTs were approxi-

mately normally distributed per participant group (checked by

visual inspection of variable histograms). Data were analysed with a

mixed model with fixed effects for Group (HE-N, LE-N, or HE-

NN), Scoring method (keywords or sentences), and Noise

(stationary or fluctuating) and their two-way and three-way

interactions and random intercepts for subjects. We found main

effects for Group (Wald �2¼ 51.7, df¼ 2, p50.001), Noise (Wald

�2¼ 1630.8, df¼ 1, p50.001), and Scoring method (Wald

�2¼ 39.0, df¼ 1, p50.001); and interactions for Group�Noise

(Wald �2¼ 45.6, df¼ 2, p50.001) and for Group� Scoring (Wald

�2¼ 10.5, df¼ 2, p¼ 0.005). There was no interaction for

Noise� Scoring (Wald �2¼ 3.7, df¼ 1, p¼ 0.05) and for

Group�Noise� Scoring (Wald �2¼ 0.2, df¼ 2, p¼ 0.92).

Overall, keyword scoring resulted in a 1.0-dB lower (more

favourable) SRT than sentence scoring. Post-hoc comparisons

with Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons showed that

scoring method had no significant effect (p¼ 0.61) for HE-N. For

LE-N and HE-NN the SRT with keyword scoring was respectively

0.8 dB (p50.01) and 1.8 dB (p50.01) better than the SRT with

sentence scoring. Since there was no interaction between Noise and

Scoring method, the effect of scoring method is assumed to be equal

for SRTstat and SRTfluc in our study population.

We also examined the effect on discriminative power between

groups for keyword scoring compared to sentence scoring. Post-hoc

comparisons with Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons

show that SRTs with sentence scoring were, compared to HE-N, 0.7

dB poorer for LE-N (p50.01), and� 6.1 dB poorer for HE-NN

(p50.01). For keyword scoring the difference between HE-N and

LE-N was not significant (p¼ 1.00). However, the differences

between HE-NN and both HE-N and LE-N remained significant and

were 5.4 dB (p50.01) and 5.1 dB (p50.01), respectively.

To conclude, keyword scoring resulted in a significantly better

SRT than sentence scoring, making the test suitable for a wider

range of participants. However, application of keyword scoring

results in less discriminative power between the SRTs of higher and

lower-educated native listeners, but the SRT difference between

native and non-native participants remains significant.

Discussion

The main objective of this study was to investigate the relation

between linguistic abilities (lexical access and vocabulary size) and

speech recognition in noise in young listeners with normal hearing

and various levels of language proficiency. To introduce these

levels of proficiency we included, in addition to the group of higher-

educated native listeners that are often studied, two groups with

lower levels of proficiency in Dutch: lower-educated native

listeners and higher-educated non-native listeners. This successfully

resulted in a wide distribution of scores on the linguistic tests (see

e.g. Figure 4).

As expected, SRTstat for non-native listeners was poorer than for

native listeners. The difference of 5.1 dB is in line with the literature

(Goverts et al, 2011; Van Wijngaarden et al, 2002). In fluctuating

noise this difference was larger: HE-NN participants needed a

5.9-dB higher SNR to recognize 50% of the sentences correctly,

which can be largely explained by the higher SRTstat (Smits &

Festen, 2013). In the DIN test non-native participants needed only a

0.8-dB higher SNR to recognize 50% of the triplets correctly. This

supports the idea that digit recognition puts a much lower demand

on linguistic abilities than the recognition of sentences (Smits et al,

2013). We found that the limited linguistic skills of our LE-N

participants only had a small effect on the recognition of sentences

in noise. There was only a small increase in SRTstat for the LE-N

participants compared to the HE-N participants, and we found no

significant difference in SRTfluc between these participant groups.

The latter seems counter-intuitive, because people with higher

linguistic skills might be expected to make better use of information

from short time frames of better audibility than people with lower

linguistic skills. The non-native listeners were, however, less able to

use this information. Wang and Humes (2010) showed that

linguistic factors affect temporal integration and recognition

of interrupted words. In their study, to reach the same degree of

word-recognition performance, less acoustic information was

required for lexically easy words (with high word frequency, low

neighbourhood density, and low neighbourhood frequency) than for

lexically hard words (with low word frequency, high neighbourhood

density, and high neighbourhood frequency), so it might be

concluded that persons with higher linguistic skills also need less

acoustic information. For these listeners more words are relatively

high frequent. Furthermore, in a correlation analysis, Besser and

colleagues (2012) showed that a higher level of education was

associated with better performance on both SRTstat and SRTfluc.

Though this effect was not found for SRTfluc in the present study,

Figure 4. Relation between lexical access (LA) and vocabulary

size for three groups of participants: Higher Educated Native (HE-

N), Lower Educated Native (LE-N), and Higher Educated Non-

native (HE-NN).
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Figure 5. Relation between lexical-access ability (LA) and speech recognition of sentences in (A) stationary noise (SRTstat), (B)

fluctuating noise (SRTfluc), and (C) digits in noise (DIN). Mean scores for three groups of normal-hearing participants are shown: Higher

Educated Native (HE-N), Lower Educated Native (LE-N), and Higher Educated Non-native (HE-NN).

Table 2. Prediction of SRTs by mean lexical-decision score (LDT6), wordnaming, vocabulary size, and the combined variable lexical
access.

Linear regression

SRTstat SRTfluc DIN

Predictor Adj. R2 p Adj. R2 p Adj. R2 p

LDT6 0.40 50.001 0.43 50.001 0.12 50.001

Wordnaming 0.57 50.001 0.58 50.001 0.13 50.001

Vocabulary size 0.27 50.001 0.29 50.001 0.05 0.028

Lexical access 0.59 50.001 0.60 50.001 0.17 50.001

Stepwise linear regression (variables included: Lexical access and Vocabulary size)

Lexical access 0.59 50.001 0.60 50.001 0.17 50.001

Note. Adj. R2¼Adjusted R2 values. Predictor variables LDT6, wordnaming, lexical access, and vocabulary size were first analysed

separately with linear regression analyses. Additionally, in a stepwise regression analysis, both lexical access and vocabulary size were

included. Only lexical access contributed significantly to the model.
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the median and range of SRT scores (shown in Figure 1)

demonstrate that there was more within-group variability for LE-

N (with no more than intermediate vocational education level) than

for HE-N. In a group with even lower educated listeners, as might

be expected in the general society, the effect of educational level on

the SRT will probably be more pronounced. Furthermore, it should

be noted that we measured the SRT using the (eight to nine syllable)

sentence SRT. In communication settings with more complex

linguistic content and longer utterances, the effect of educational

level on speech recognition will most likely be more relevant.

In this study we combined the results of lexical decision and

word naming to diminish the influence of task-specific processes

involved in both tasks and obtain a stronger measure of lexical

access. The results of the LDT test differed between all three groups

of listeners, whereas the time needed to read 30 words in the word-

naming test only differentiated between the native and non-native

listeners. The composite variable lexical access differed between all

three groups. The slower word-naming performance of the non-

native group is not necessarily purely caused by slower processing

during the lexical-access stage of word naming, but can also partly

be caused by slower processing during the speech-production stage

of this task (Balota & Chumbley, 1985). A more commonly used

test-procedure for word naming with presentation of one word at the

time and recording of responses by a voice-operated switch would

provide more precise results than our simple test procedure and

would most likely reduce some of the interindividual variance in

naming latencies.

Vocabulary size scores were different between HE-N and both

groups with lower linguistic abilities. LE-N and HE-NN participants

scored equally. The difference in discriminative power between

lexical access and vocabulary size suggests that these tasks measure

different aspects of linguistic ability. It is possible that a difference

in word usage frequency of the test items between tasks plays a role.

The current LDT test measures the recognition of relatively frequent

words, whereas the vocabulary size test measures knowledge of the

meaning of infrequent words. In the present study we found that

vocabulary size and lexical access were fairly highly correlated

(rs¼�0.58). Crystallized abilities are thought to develop by the

interaction of fluid intelligence and cultural experience (Van Der

Maas et al, 2006), and a correlation between crystallized and fluid

abilities, in which we can categorize our measures, is often found. It

was therefore expected that listeners with reduced linguistic abilities

have reduced skills on both measures, despite the differences

between tests. In the current study, the HE-NN participants were

assumed to largely have the same non-verbal fluid intelligence (e.g.

working memory) as the HE-N participants, but a limited exposure

to the Dutch language will have caused reduced linguistic fluid

abilities. The LE-N participants were assumed to differ only slightly

in exposure to the Dutch language from the HE-N participants but

have in general somewhat lower fluid abilities. Thus, lexical access

and vocabulary size were related, but measure different aspects of

linguistic ability and, as a result, discriminate differently between

groups.

The main result of this study was that lexical access, composed

of lexical-decision and word-naming scores, explained approxi-

mately 60% of the variance in SRT outcome in young normal-

hearing listeners with a wide range of levels in language

proficiency. Lexical access, a measure of fluid ability, was a

stronger predictor of SRT than vocabulary size, a measure of

crystallized ability. This is in line with results of Benichov et al.

(2012), who found that their measure of fluid cognitive ability

contributed significantly to the recognition of spoken words, in

contrast to their measure of crystallized verbal ability. For

recognition of the sentence material used in this study (i.e.

meaningful sentences, eight to nine syllables long, composed of

relatively frequent words), presented at a normal speech rate,

it is perhaps not surprising that fluid processing ability plays

a larger role in real-time speech processing, than crystallized

knowledge.

These findings can be of interest when considering performance

of individuals with normal hearing in speech-in-noise situations,

e.g. classrooms and public intercom systems. They are also

important for the interpretation of speech-in-noise scores of

hearing-impaired listeners. Furthermore, they can be relevant for

considerations in rehabilitation of people with hearing loss.

Knowledge about the role of fluid and crystallized linguistic

abilities in speech recognition will not only help to predict

rehabilitation outcome, but also guides the construction of

personalized training programs. Here, it is relevant to know which

aspects can be trained, and in what modalities, or which aspects

influence training results. For instance, the correlation found in this

study between subjective reading behaviour and lexical access

suggests that lexical access might improve with reading practice.

This is, of course, a topic of further research, both fundamental and

clinical. For a good understanding of the test results it is also

important to know that fluid abilities decline after a certain age,

whereas crystallized abilities are largely preserved during adult

aging or even improve with aging (Pichora-Fuller, 2008; Horn &

Cattell, 1967). Given the speech material used in this study, this

effect of aging might lead to poorer performance in elderly patients.

In this view, Pichora-Fuller and Levitt (2012) suggest to provide

Figure 6. Comparison of SRTs obtained with different scoring

methods. Boxplots for SRTs with sentence scoring (plain boxes)

and for SRTs with keyword scoring (striped boxes) are given for

three groups of participants: Higher Educated Native (HE-N),

Lower Educated Native (LE-N), and Higher Educated Non-native

(HE-NN). SRTstat boxes are shown in white, SRTfluc boxes are

shown in grey.
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training for older adults in how to use top-down processing based on

knowledge to compensate for problems in bottom-up processing of

the signal.

The results showed that the DIN test is relatively immune to

variations in linguistic abilities, as was intended in its development

(Smits et al, 2013). In assessments of speech-in-noise recognition

that only concern auditory capacity, the DIN test might therefore be

preferred.

One of the basic assumptions of the current study was that

lexical-access ability is most accurately measured by combining the

two measures of this construct, lexical decision and word naming,

thus diminishing the influence of task-specific processes. To

evaluate this hypothesis we compared the predictive value of the

separate tests to that of the combined variable lexical access. We

were particularly interested in the predictive value of wordnaming

alone, because this 20-second test is easily implemented in standard

test protocols in the clinic, and no specific hardware and software is

needed. Regression analyses for the entire study group showed an

almost equally strong predictive value for wordnaming compared to

the predictive power of the combined lexical-access variable (see

Table 2, R2¼ 0.57 for SRTstat and 0.58 for SRTfluc). However, we

also found that word naming did not discriminate between the two

groups of native listeners (higher and lower educated). Therefore,

we also performed the regression analyses for the native listeners

alone (n¼ 44). Wordnaming separately explained no more than 8–

10% of the variance, whereas the combined variable lexical access

explained 13–14% of the variance in SRTstat and SRTfluc outcome

for only the native groups. Based on these results and given our

assumption that the production stage in the word-naming test

influences test performance, we assume that indeed lexical-access

ability is more accurately tested by the combination of word naming

and lexical decision. We therefore recommend the use of both tests

for a more accurate measure of lexical-access ability in future

research and also for use in the audiology clinic. These tests require

simple software and it only takes approximately 5–10 minutes to

measure both. Hence, they are feasible in clinical practice. Contrary

to the common practice of applying just one test (e.g. Lyxell et al,

1998; Rönnberg et al, 2000; Van Rooij & Plomp, 1990), the use of

both tests will enhance the accuracy of identifying the role of

lexical-access ability in speech recognition. This will be advanta-

geous for research and clinic.

Lexical decision variables

Evaluation of the various variables from the LDT test showed that

RT variables were the best predictors of lexical-access ability. The

RT variable LDT6 discriminated most between the participant

groups and correlated most highly with wordnaming. The other

variables, reflecting the frequency effect in lexical decision

(LDTdiff), were less suitable, although in these variables several

task-specific factors are excluded. Apparently the total duration of

the lexical-access process is a stronger predictor of lexical-access

ability than the individual word-frequency effect, in this set of all

relatively frequent words. Additionally, LDTdiff only represents the

difference in lexical-access time between high-frequent and low-

frequent words. Part of the lexical-access time is thus excluded in

this variable. Compared to LDT6 the other examined LDT RT

variables, that are averages of two lists of equal word frequency,

appeared almost equally suitable. Regression analyses repeated with

the lexical access variable composed of wordnaming with LDTMF

instead of LDT6 showed similar results. For clinical purposes or

future research, the use of two LDT lists (with comparable word-

frequency) should thus be appropriate.

Keyword scoring

We used keyword scoring in this study, since we hypothesized that

a more tolerant scoring procedure for the SRT would improve SRT

scores and thus make the SRT applicable for a wider range of

listeners. As mentioned in the Introduction section, Versfeld et al.

(2000) found a 0.7-dB better SRT when small mistakes were

allowed in the responses for a group of mostly university students

with normal hearing, than when whole sentences had to be repeated

correctly. Since the slope of the psychometric curve was not

affected by this difference in scoring procedure, they concluded that

precision of the judgment criteria hardly affects measurement

efficiency. In the present sub-study, where keyword scoring was

compared to entire-sentence-scoring, keyword scoring resulted in

an, on average, 1-dB better SRT than sentence scoring. However,

keyword scoring also implies less discriminative power between the

groups of participants. The small difference in SRTstat between the

two groups of native participants with different levels of education

was significant for sentence scoring, but not for keyword scoring in

the sub-study. The discriminative power between native and non-

native groups for both SRTstat and SRTfluc stayed intact. Therefore,

we conclude that the adapted SRT test still involves a significant

demand on someone’s linguistic skills. The relations found in this

study between linguistic variables and SRTs will be even stronger

when SRTs are measured by means of sentence scoring.

These results indicate that the keyword-scoring method facil-

itates the use of sentence-in-noise tests in hearing-impaired listeners

in future studies, but a drawback may be the reduction in the effect

of linguistic skills on the outcome of the sentence-in-noise test.

A wider range of people with lower linguistic abilities or more

severe hearing losses (e.g. children, cochlear implant users) will be

able to do the test with keyword scoring than with full-sentence

scoring. For these listeners the effect of keyword scoring may even

be larger since small mistakes in for instance ‘he/she/we’ are

allowed. The Dutch sentence-in-noise test (Versfeld et al, 2000) can

therefore be used in a similar way as the HINT test (Nilsson et al,

1994).

To conclude, for evaluation of auditory capacity the DIN test is

preferred. Recognition of sentences measured by the Plomp and

Mimpen procedure is more suitable for evaluation of auditory

functioning in everyday listening situations, but for listeners who

are not able to perform the standard sentence test, keyword scoring

might be a valuable alternative.

Conclusion

Our lexical-access measure, composed of lexical-decision and

word-naming scores, explained approximately 60% of the variance

in SRT outcome in listeners with normal hearing and a wide range

of language proficiency levels. Performance on the DIN test was

much less influenced by linguistic abilities. Hence, lexical access is,

more than vocabulary size, an important predictor of speech

recognition using sentences in noise. The effect of linguistic

abilities on speech recognition in noise can be up to 5.6 dB for

recognition of sentences in stationary noise and 8 dB for sentences

in fluctuating noise. Using keyword scoring reduces this effect by

approximately 1.5 dB. For recognition of digits in noise this effect is

less than 1 dB. These results are important for the interpretation of
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speech-in-noise scores of hearing-impaired listeners. Lexical-access

ability is best measured with a lexical-decision and word-naming

task, that are clinically feasible, and should ideally be combined to

measure lexical-access ability most accurately in relation to speech-

in-noise recognition.
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